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Let (S. n, k) be a commutative noetherian local ring and M be a linitely 
generated S-module Then the Poincart series of M is rational if any of the follow- 
ing holds: edim S-depth S 4 3: edim S-depth S = 4 and S is Gorenstein; S is one 
link from a complete intersection; S is two links from a complete intersection and S 
is Gorenstein. To prove this result we assume, without loss of generality, that 
S= R;I with (R, m) regular local and 2~ mz. The key to the argument is to produce 
a factorization of the canonical map R -+ S as a composition of a complete intersec- 
tion R --t C with a Golod map C + S. This is accomplished by invoking a theorem 
of Avramov and Backelin once one has existence of a DGT-algebra structure on a 
minimal R-free resolution of 5 together with detailed knowledge of the structure of 
the induced homology algebra TorR(S. k)-Zf(KS). Linkage theory provides the 
main technical tool for this analysis. c 1986 Acadamc Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper (S, n, k) denotes a commutative noetherian local ring, and 
A4 a finitely generated S-module. The minimal number of generators of the 
ith syzygy of A4 is called its ith Betti number hi(M), which can also be 
computed as dim, Tors(k, M). It has turned out that Betti numbers are 
often more successfully studied wholesale, in the form of Poincark series: 
Pi<(r)= f hi(M) ti. 
i=O 
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Our main theorem is the following result, for which we set 
edim S = dim,jnjn’): 
THEOREM 6.4. Assume S satisfies one of the conditions: 
(a) edim S-depth Sd 3; 
(b) edim S - depth S = 4, and S is Gorenstein; 
(c) S is one link from a complete intersection; 
(d) S is two links from a complete intersection, and S is Gorenstein. 
Then Py(t) is a rational function for all fjnitely generated modules M. 
Before discussing antecedents, let us point out two appiications. The first 
one is to the study of the cotangent complex 1, R, where R is a regular 
local ring containing the rational numbers, and S = R/I. It is well known 
that if S is a complete intersection, then L,:, is isomorphic (in the derived 
category) to the conormal module [/I’, shifted in degree one. Conversely, ti 
has been conjectured by Quillen, and proved recently by Avramov and 
Halperin [7], that if L,:, is isomorphic to a bounded complex of free 
S-modules, then S is a complete intersection. Furthermore, Herzog has 
conjectured that the same conclusion would fo^ollow even from the weaker 
assumption that Ti(S/R) = Hi(L,:,j vanishes for almost all i; and he has 
proved this result [22: Theorem 4.151 under the additional condition that 
a?(t) is rational for all S-modules M. Thus we have: 
COROLLARY. Assume R and S are as described ahoce. Then the following 
are equica!ent: 
(1 j S is a complete intersection; 
(2) T,(S/R) = 0 for i> 1; 
(3) TJS/R) = 0 -for all sufficientl)? large calues of i. 
Recently Uirich [41, Theorem 2.201 has proved that if S is in the linkage 
class of a complete intersection, and T,(S/R) = T,(SiRj = 0, then S is a 
complete intersection. Hence ( 1) and (2) are equivalent if S is linked to a 
complete intersection in some (possibly large) number of steps. 
The second application is to the proof, for the rings described in the 
theorem, of Eisenbud’s conjecture: every minima! resolution with bounded 
Betti numbers eventually becomes periodic of period two. This is done in 
c51. 
Next we compare our result to the information on Poincark series that is 
already available. First of all, in view of Anick’s result [ 1], rings with non- 
raional Poincart series P, = Pk, exist with edim S = 5 and dim S = 0. That 
Gorenstein rings are no exception has been demonstrated by Begvad [ I1 ], 
who produced an artinian example of embedding dimension 13, based on 
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Anick’s one. See Roos [36] for a survey of these and related problems. In 
contrast to the above results, and in the historical development, results 
were positive for S with small embedding codepth (edim S - depth S) or 
with small linking number. The Poincart series is rational in each of the 
following cases: 
(1) S a complete intersection (Tate [40]); 
(2) edim S-dim S< 1 (Shamash [38]); 
(3) edim S-depth S62 (Scheja [37]); 
(4) edim S-depth S= 3 and S Gorenstein (Wiebe [43]); 
(5) edim S- depth S = 3 and S an almost complete intersection 
(Golod [18] and Avramov [3]); 
(6) edim S-depth S= 3 and tt3 = 0 (Backelin and Friiberg [9]); 
(7) edim S-depth S=3 (Weyman [42]): 
(8) edim S - depth S = 4, char k # 2, and S Gorenstein (Jacobsson, 
Kustin, and Miller [24]); 
(9) S is one link from a complete intersection (Avramov [2]). 
In fact, under conditions (1) [20], (2) and (3) [17], (4) [23], (8) [24], 
and (9) [a], the Poincark series P,” is rational for all finitely generated 
S-modules M. Thus the new information contained in our Main Theorem 
concerns the PoincarC series of modules over rings with edim S-depth 
S= 3 or over Gorenstein rings two links from a complete intersection. 
powever, our method of proof allows us to deal simultaneously with all 
rings of the theorem, and all modules over them. We briefly outline it here. 
Standard manipulations allow us to assume S= R/Z with R regular and 
Ic m2. After this our aim is to factor the canonical projection R + S into 
R -+ C + S, where R + C is a complete intersection and C -+ S is Golod; 
once this is done the desired conclusion follows from a result of Levin 
(Proposition 5.18). Since we are working in a setting in which the minimal 
R-free resolution of S has a DG-algebra structure ([ 13,26,25-J, and 
Section 4), we can search for such factortiations by using a result of 
Backelin and Avramov. Suitably recast as Theorem 5.17 below, it asserts 
that the factorization exists if the adjunction of an appropriate number of 
degree two variables to the homology algebra T= TorR(S, k) leads to a 
DG-algebra with trivial Massey products. Thus the knowledge of the 
algebra structures that may be carried by T becomes of central importance. 
If pd,S<2; then by [37], T is either an exterior algebra on two 
generators or T + 2 =O. i.e., S is either a complete intersection or a Golod 
ring. If pd,S = 3 and ‘S is Gorenstein, then by [43], T is either an exterior 
algebra on three generators (and S is a complete intersection), or T is a 
Poincari: duality algebra of length three with Tf =O. The next case was 
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settled in [30] by using linkage techniques to exhibit the four possible 
types when S is Gorenstein and pd,S = 4. Finally, as a by-product of his 
effort to find the structure of length three resolutions, U7eyman 11427 
classified the T’s occurring when pd, S = 3. His methods use the represen- 
tation theory of GL and Bott vanishing. Before attacking the complete 
intersection by Golod factorization in Section 5, we draw on the technique 
of [30] to derive Weyman’s classification in an entirely different and 
characteristic-free way. This is accomplished in Section 2, where, for 
linkage to work properly, it is first assumed that I is perfect (and R is 
arbitrary). Restricting to regular R, we are then able to treat the general 
case by using a convergence theorem of Ausiander, Buchsbaum, and Serre. 
The work consists of three distinct parts. Part I (Sections 1 and 2) is 
concerned with the homology algebra T for local rings of embedding 
codepth three. Section 1 is a technical study of linkage in codimension 
three; only the statement of Theorem 1.13 is used in Section 2 for the 
classification of all possible T. Part II (Sections 3 and 4) is concerned with 
local rings that are close to complete intersections, in the sense of linkage. 
In Section 3 we prove that an ideal has small linking number if and only if 
it is a Northcott or Herzog ideal. We also prove a technical result that 
allows us to peel off hypersurface sections from such ideals. In Section 4 we 
show that if S is a local ring defined by a Herzog or Northcott ideal, then 
the minimal resolution F of S is a DGT-algebra. This result verifies a key 
hypothesis in the Avramov-Backelin theorem. Further, since the mul- 
tiplication on F is given explicitly, we are able to compute the homology 
algebra T for S. Section 5 is concerned with Golod homomorphisms. It 
concludes with the previously described theorems of Avramov-Backelin 
and Levin. Part I, Part II, and Section 5 can all be read independently of 
one another. In Section 6 the machinery of Section 5 is applied to the local 
rings of Part I (small embedding codepth) and to the local rings of Part II 
(small linking number) in order to prove the main theorem. 
1. LIXKAGE OF PERFECT GRADE THREE IDEALS 
Throughout this section (R, m, k) is a local ring, I is a perfect ideal of 
grade three, and 
A:O--+A,+A2+;q$+R (1.i) 
is a DG-algebra and a resolution of R/l by free R-modules with 
rank A,=& rank A2 = I?Z: rank A!=n. 
Let x be a regular sequence of three elements in I and let J be the ideal 
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linked to I by x. (We exclude the case I= (x) and J=R.) Our goal is to 
describe a resolution D of R/J and a DG-algebra structure on D. 
Let B be the Koszul resolution of R/(x) and let .z: B -+ A be a map of 
DG-algebras which extends the natural map R/(x) + R/I: 
Orient B by choosing a generator bc’ for B,. Multiplication in the exterior 
algebra B induces perfect pairings Bi 0 B, _ i -+ B,. Now that we have 
orientated B, for each i with 0 did 3, there is an isomorphism 
ri: BF + B, _ i defined by 
for all s in Bi and : in BT. (For any R-module M, let M* = Hom(&J R) 
and ( , ): :I4 x M* -+ R be the evaluation map.) For 0 < i < 3 define 
pi = z,x*. 
It follows that if li is in ,47 and si is in Bi, then 
s#;(tJ = (ctiSi, <;)w- (1.2) 
in B, . In particular, PO : R* + B, is the isomorphism which carries the iden- 
tity map to IV, and 
/3&)= (zlwl 7) (1.3) 
in R for all 7 in A:. 
Obseruatiun 1.4. The diagram 
(1.5) 
commutes. 
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Proof Splice x *: A* + B* together with 
to obtain the result. To see that the second diagram commutes, take 
1~ i ,< 3, tip, in Bi*_ I and sI in Bi. Then 
It follows that sib7 = (- l)i41 b,pi~i- r. 1 
The mapping cone of (1.5) is a resolution of R!J isee [35, 
Propositions 1.3, 2.61 or [ 15: Propositions 5.1: 5.21). We summarize this 
result in our notation. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. The complex 
is a reso!ution qf R/J, bvhere 
and 
d,= a2* [ 1 Bi . 
kFINITIox 1.7. If I is a perfect ideal of grade three: let 
P(I) = i dim TorR( R/I, k). 
i= 1 
Obserz:e that p(I) = l-+ m i- n if A is a minimal resolution of R,‘I. 
Notation. While linkage is a symmetric relation on I and JJ the 
proposition has a directional aspect: from a resolution of R;:I we go to sr 
resolution of R/J. To aid the reader’s sense of direction we will write “by 
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the linking process I--+J” to mean “obtain a resolution D of R/J by 
Proposition 1.6 from a resolution A of R/I and a comparison map a.” In 
this case if A is a minimal resolution of R/I, then it is clear (since rank 
(fij@k) = rank(c,Ok)) that 
/3(J) = /3(I) + 6 - 2 rk(r, 0 k) - 2 rk(a2 @ k) - rk(cc, 0 k). (1.8) 
In order to describe the multiplicative structure on D we need the mul- 
tiplicative structure on A and certain ingredients we call X and I;. 
LEMMA 1.9. There is a map 
with 
for all e, e’, e” in .4, and 11, y’ in A:. 
ProoJ: Let 0: A3 A, @A2 AT + AT be the map defined by 
a(e A e’ A e”@? A 11’) = (ee’e”, 7) *r”- (ee’e”, y’)y. 
Fix elements 7 and ;:‘ of AT and elements e: e’: e” of A,. Suppose that 
x = a, e, a, e’, a, e” is a regular sequence. Note that CX~(MJ) = uee’e” for some 
unit u of R and use (1.3) to calculate that 
p3a(e A e’ A et’@ y A y’)= (ct3(w), a(e A e’ A e”@y A 7’)) 
= (ee’e”, 7 ) (uee’e”, -;!I) - (ee’e”, ;J’ ) (uee’e”: y ) 
= 0. 
Since D is acyclic there are elements 4 in A:* and t in B, such that 
a(e r, e’ A e” 0 y A 7’) 
o ] 
in D, = A: 0 B,. In particular a:4 = a(e A e’ A e” 0-j A ;I’). 
By a general position argument [ 13, Lemma 8.23 there is a basis 
e,) . . . . e, for A, such that a, e,, ales, ale, is a regular sequence for any dis- 
tinct r, s, t. Let 7,) . . . . ;I/ be a basis for A:. Use the above calculation to 
define X(e, A e, A e,@yi A yj ) for all r, s, t, i, and j with 1 <r <s < t <n 
and 1 d i < j d I; then extend X to be defined on all of A’ Al @A* AT. 1 
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LEMMA 1.10. There is a map Y: A’ A: $3 A* @ A: -+ A: with 
(,< az* Y(e A e’ A e”@;‘@qS)) equal to 
(ee’ev, ;:)(f, I$> - (f: X(e A e’ A e”Qy A a;‘d)) 
- (e’e”, q5)(ef, 7) + (ee”, d)(e’J I;!>- (ee’, i$)(e’~f; ;!> (1.11) 
,for alIf* it? A,, e, e’, e” in A,, 7 in A:, and cj ir! A;. 
Proof Let T:,A,~A,@A:@A~+A~ be the map defined by, 
(f, z(e A e’ A e”@y@d)) equals (1.11). We show that a:T=O. If g is in 
Aj. then 
(g, a+(e A e’ A e”@;1@qS)) = (a,g: r(e A e! A e”@;qQqjj) 
= (ee’e”, ;a)(ajg, $> - (a,g, X(e A e’ A e”@;’ A a:&)> 
- (e’e”: fj)(ea3g, ;!) + (eel’, qb)(e’a3gz 7) - (ee‘, qJ)(e”a3g, y). 
The resolution A is a differential algebra, so ea3 g = (ai e) g and 
al(e) e’e” - a,(e’) ee” + ai ee’ = a,(ee’e”). 
Thus aj?(e I~ e’ A e” 0 7 @ 4) is equal to 
(ee’e”, ;;) a:qS-a:X(e A e’ A e”@;’ A a:f$- (ee’e”, a:#);?, 
which is zero by Lemma 1.9. 
The complex A* is acyclic and the R-module M = A\3 A, @ A$ @ A? is 
free; hence Hom(M, A*) is acyclic and there is a map Y: A4 -+ AT with 
a*Y=r. B 
Select bases e, ) . . . . e, ; fi, . . . . f,, ; and g, ~ .. . . g, for A I : A,, and A,, respec- 
tively. Let ef, . ..) e,*; fr> . . . . fz; and g:, . . . . g,? represent the dual bases. 
Select a basis sI, s2, sj for B, with the property that J~S~S~ = 1::. Upon 
occasion it will be useful to express p2d in terms of the si for 4 in A:. There 
are constants ri in R with /I24 =~rs, +r2.s2 +r:s3. To evaluate these 
constants, multiply by sisj. For example, 
Thus r3 = (u,(s,s2j, 4). Continue in this manner to obtain 
&b= (a,(.s,s,), 4) s1 + (~2(s3sl), 9) s2 + (xz(s1s2j, 4) s3. (1.12) 
Let C,, mean that the sum is taken over all indices r, s, and t with 
I <r <s < f <n and let (n,),, denote the determinant of the submatrix of 
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xI formed by rows r, S, and t. Finally, let w* be the element of B: defined 
by the property that (nz;, w*) = r for all Y in R. 
THEOREM 1.13. There are maps i,: A’ A: -+ B, and ,u: A; @I AZ + R* so 
that the following multiplication endows D with the structure of a DG- 
algebra. The products D, x D, + D, are given 611 
(c) ; '6' = [I[1 [ 
C (a,),, x(e, A , A e,O i' A;:'I rsz ):(y * 7') I- 
The products D1 x D2 + D, are given by 
k? e, A e, A e,O~O4)+4%4-209)). 
All skew-commutaticity rules are understood. Furthermore, the image of i 
may be taken to be contained in a,a2a,B2, where aj is the ideal generated by 
the entries of the jth column of cx 1. 
ProoJ Any comparison map 
makes D into a DG-algebra [ 15, Propositions 1.1, 1.3). Consequently we 
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must only check that the proposed multiplication satisfies the differential 
property. 
(a) It is clear that 
(b) It suffices to show 
To show that the elements of A: are equal we evaluate at an arbitrary 
element g of A j : 
1 (Ir,si.fk.jl)(g:a*fk*)=((r:S)C <a3.dWkT7) 
= ((x,s?a3g,1’) 
=((b,.~)g,yj 
= (g, (b,sj ;:). 
To show the elements of B, are equal we multiply by an arbitrary element :’ 
of B2 and use (1.2 j. 
-c ((rllS)fk, ;:) t/&j-k* = -((r,sjC (J2f:.fk*)fk. 7) H 
= -((r,s)(xzt),;‘) II 
= -(cx,(st), -y) il’ 
= --sq,y 
= t( -s/?;y). 
(c) From Lemma 1.9 and (1.3) we obtain 
a: C (x,),, X(e,. A e, A et @ ;: r: 7’) 
= C (x,)rsi ((e,e,e,. ;:) y’- (e,e,e,, 7’) 7) 
= (x,w, ;>;.:‘- (x;w, 7’); 
= (/j3;i Jo’ - (p3jl’jj(. 
The preceding calculation together with b; /I1 = /3,az from Observation 1.4 
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shows that p2(C (~i)~~~X(e~ A e, A e,@T A 7’)) is in the kernel of 6,. The 
complex B is acyclic and the R-module A’ A* is free, so Hom(A\’ A:, B) is 
acyclic; and hence there is a map i,: A’ A: -+ B, with 
b,l(i’ A 7’) = -p* c (rl)rsr X(e, A e, A e,@y A y’) (1.14) 
for all ‘11 and ;j’ in A:. 
To see that 1 may be chosen with Im(E.) G a, a2a3 B2, it suffices to con- 
sider the generic case (the entries of %i are distinct indeterminates) since an 
arbitrary link is a specialization of a generic link. If x, = (zii), then consider 
Eq. (1.14) in each of the polynomial rings P, = (R[zil, za]j[zi,], 
P2=(RCZil, z~~l)[~izl, and P,=(R[zil, Zi2])CZi3]. If s2s3? ~3~1, ~1~2 is 
taken as the basis for B,, then the map b,: B, -+ B, is represented by the 
matrix 
0 b, -b,s, 
-b,s, 0 b,s, . 
b,sz -b,sI 0 I 
In the polynomial ring P= P,; b2 is a homogeneous map of degree zero 
from B,=P(-O)+P(-1)2 to B,=P(-l)+P(-0)‘. By (1.12) the 
element bz(x(~l j,,, X(e, A e, A e, 0 7 A 7’)) has degree two in B,. Since the 
homogeneous equation which defines A(>] A ;I’) has a solution, it has a 
homogeneous solution and this homogeneous solution necessarily has 
degree two in B2. Consequently d(y A 7’) may be taken to be 
Analogous calculations work in the polynomial rings P, and P,. The same 
argument should also be used to show that the elements 2, produced in 
Lemma 1.7 of [30] can be chosen in a1a2a3. This observation tills out the 
somewhat cryptic argument in the proof of Theorem 2.2 in that paper. 
(d) Use (a) to see that 
We show that b,(d) = {st, iv*) Pi(a,). If s’ is an arbitrary element of B,, 
then 
(st,w*)s’~l(a,j= (st, r~*)(~,s’>a~)w=(b,s’)st=s’b,(st). 
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(e) It suffices to show 
The AT component on the left is equal to ~((rLs)ar fk,4) fz. Iffis ir. 
Al: then 
s’ (1 ((,xls) ek, 4) B,e:) =C ((AXIS) ek, Q,)(“iSi, ek*>@’ 
= ((cfls)(als’j, $)w 
= (r,(d), $4) w 
= ss’flz d 
= s’( -sj?zq5). 
(f) Using (b), we only have to show 
Iffis in -4,, then 
Z<(l,l)ek,~)(f,u:e:>=((z,t)~<a,~e:)ek,~: 
i 
= ((Gt) 4 Y> 
= -((u,z,t)f, ;!) 
= -((n,hztjf,;~) 
174 
If s is in B,, then 
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= ((!%t) c (zIs9 ek*> ek, y)w 
= ((a,t)(z,.y), 7) JV 
= (x3(t.s), ;‘),i 
= t&y 
= 4(B37)t). 
(g) We show that there is a map ,u: A: 0 A: + R* such that Z1 = Z2 
for 
a? C (x~L Y(e, * e, * e,@7@4) 
Y, 1 hjrsr Y(e, A e, * e,O;!Od)+lllaiW~Od)) 
I 
From (1.3) we know that 
(P3~jd= @-3~t:, 7)9=x (~I)w (e,e,e,, 7>4- 
Expand the appropriate determinants in (1.12) in order to see that 
dw=~ (~,)rs, (< es,, 4) e, - (e,e,, d>e, + <e,e,, 4) eJ. 
Iff is an element of A,, then 
<.LSk*) = ((%lLM)f, 7) 
=C (~,L, ((e,e,T d><e,f, 7) 
rst 
- (e,e,, d><e,f, 1:) 
+ (e,e,, d>(e,l; 7)). 
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It follows that (f, the A: component of Z,) is equal to 
and by Lemma 1.10, this equals C(X~),.~~ (f,a?Y(e,. A es A eiay@3&)). 
Thus the AI components of Z, and Z, agree. 
We claim that 
is in the kernel of b2. We know from Observation 1.4 that b2,13! = -B2$: 
so 
From the defining equation (1.14) for i., we have 
b2( -i(;l A a,*#)) = b2 c (a,),,, X(e, A e, A e,@y A a?~$). 
The claim is established as soon as we show that (fl;y) pi@ = 
E:((~lB26j,fk, T> P2fk*. If t is in B,, then by (1.21, C(!r,B2$),fk~ Y> x 
tPzJfk* is equal to 
The complex Hom(A: @ A;, B) is acyclic; thus there is a map 
v:AF@A:-+B, such that b3v(;1@q5)=Z3. The map flo:R*-+B3 is an 
isomorphism. Let ,u = /I; It’. Observation 1.4 shows that b,& = B1aT; hence 
pi a:~(7 @ 4) = b,v(y @ 4) = Z,, and the proof is complete. @ 
48l/I18/1-12 
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2. CLASSIFICATIOY OF TorR(RjK, k) FOR IDEALS OF PROJECTIVE DIMENSION 2 
Let (R, m, k) be a local ring. We begin by considering the perfect case; 
that is, we assume that K is an ideal with grade(K) = pd,(R/K) = 3. Our 
main result (Theorem 2.1) is a classification of the possible multiplicative 
structures for the graded k-algebra TorP(R/K, k), which we henceforth 
denote T(K), or simply T. 
THEOREM 2.1. There are nonnegative integers p, q, and r and bases (e,}, 
{L>, ad (g,> for T,, T,, and T,, respectively, so that the multiplication 
T, x T, + T+ is given by one of the following. 
CI: .f,=e,e,,f,=e,e,,f,=e,e, 
eifi=6,jg,jbr1<i,j<3 
TE: fi=eze,,f,=e3e,,f,=e,ez 
B: ele2=f3~e~fl=gl~e2f2=g~ 
G(r): eifi=g,, l<i<randr>2 
H(p, 4): ep+lei=h, 1 didp 
ep+lfp+i=gi, 16iGq. 
Since T is graded we have eiei = -eiej, e,Z = 0, ei fi = fjei for aI1 i and j. AN 
products of basis elements that are not listed above are zero. 
Xotation. If V is a subspace of T, then let V’ be the subspace of T, 
defined by VI = {e E T, ( eV = 0}, and let codim V’ = dim T, - dim VI. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An ideal Kc R (or the factor ring RjK) is called a 
Izypersurface section if K = (L, y) with y regular on R/L. 
Remarks. (i) If K is a complete intersection, then T= A’( @ := I kei) is 
an exterior algebra, which is form CI. Conversely, if T has form CI, then K 
is a complete intersection. Indeed, if A is a minimal resolution of R/K, then 
there are basis elements e,, e,, e3 of A, whose product e1e2e3 is a basis 
element g, of A3. If e is an arbitrary element of Al, then (a, e) g, is in 
(a,e,, a,e,, a,e,)A,. It follows that K= (a,e,, a,e2, a,e,). We call form 
TE a truncated exterior algebra. 
(ii) If K is a Gorenstein ideal, but not a complete intersection, then 
T has form G(r) with r 1 ,a(K), which is necessarily odd and at least live 
[15]. Conversely, if T has form G(p(K)), then (even without assuming K is 
perfect) K can be shown to be Gorenstein [6]. If K is a hypersurface 
section: but not a complete intersection, then T has form H(p, q) 
with p=p(K)- 1 and q=p(K)-2. Conversely, if T has form 
H(,u(K) - 1, p(K) - 2), then (again without even assuming K perfect) K can 
be shown to be a hypersurface section [5, Proposition 3.51. 
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(iii) Classification theorems have been found for perfect grade three 
ideals K when K is an almost complete intersection [ 15, Proposition 5.3] 
or when the type of R/K is two and T: # 0 [ 121. These known forms are: 
Type (RiK) /4-V T 
2 4 H(3; 2! 
odd and > 3 4 TEI 
even and >4 4 H(3,O) 
2 odd and > 5 B 
2 even and 36 Ml. 2) 
(iv) The five multiplications listed in Theorem 2.1 are distinct. 
(a) If T has form H(p, q), G(r), or B, then there is an element e in 
T, such that T2, = eT,, but if T is an exterior algebra or a truncated 
exterior algebra, then T’, # eT+ for any e in T,. 
(b) The truncated exterior algebra has T, Tz = 0, but the exterior 
algebra has T, T2 # 0. 
(c) If T has form H(0, q) or G(r), then T: = 0. But if T has form 
H(p, q) for some p > 1, then T: #O, codim Tk Q 1, and codim T; = p f 1. 
If T has form B, then Tf # 0, codim Ti = 2, and codim Tt = 2. 
The next lemma is a basis-free criterion for recognizing the multi- 
plication tables with T: = 0. 
LEMMA 2.3. If T= T, %, T, @ T, Ok is a finite-dimensional graded- 
commutatice k-algebra, and T: = 0: then 
(a) T has form H(0, 0) if and only if T, T, = 0, 
(b) T has form H(0, q) for some q > 1 if alld only! bf codim T$ = 1 and 
dim T, T, = q, 
(c) T has form G(r) for some r >, 2 if and only if dim T, T2 = 1 anti 
codim T: = r. 
Proof. Part (a) and the “only if” direction are obvious. The “if” direc- 
tion for both (b) and (c) relies on a fact from elementary !inear algebra: 
LEMMA 2.4. If f: V -+ W is a linear transformation of finite-dimensiotzai 
vector spuces and t.‘l) . . . . v, are /inearly independent cectors in the kerfzel oj-.,c 
then there are bases vlr . . . . c’~, c,+ 1, ..,, v, for V and H‘ L ? ,.., I:!, for W such 
thatf(c.+i)=wi if 1 difrankf andf(t;,)=O if ldjdr or r+rankf< 
j<n. I 
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(b) If codim T$ = 1, then there is an element e in T, with 
Ti = lie 0 Ty. Apply the lemma to the map “multiplication by e” from T2 
to T3. 
(.c) If dim T, T2 = 1, then multiplication T, x T2 -+ T, Tz N k induces 
a linear transformation T, + T T. Apply the lemma to this map. 1 
The theorem is proved by induction on /3(K), using linkage to reduce 
this value. The next three results comprise the main induction step. 
Lemma 2.5 is another exercise in linear algebra. In the course of our induc- 
tion it will be crucial that we understand the multiplication UT,, where U 
is a two-dimensional subspace of T, with U’ = 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. If T= T3 @ T2 @ T, @ k is a finite-dimensional graded-com- 
mutative k-algebra from the list of Theorem 2.1 and L; is a two dimensional 
sabspace of T, with U’ = 0: then there are bases e,, . . . . e, for T, ; fi, . . . . f, 
for Tz ; an d g,, . . . . g, for T3 so that e,, e2 is a basis for U and the mul- 
tiplication UT is given bJ> one of 
(a) ele2+i=fi, l<i<p 
e,f,+i=gi, ldi<q jbr some p, q > 0 
(b) el.fl = ezfi = gl (2.6) 
(4 ele3 =fiT e2e3 =A. 
All other products of basis vectors from LT and T, are zero, In particular, if 
Un Tf =O. then codim U’= 1. 
Proqf: We consider three cases corresponding to the possible values of 
d = dim( Un Tf ), beginning with d = 0. In this case Tt # 0 and the form of 
T is not H(0, q) or G(r) for any q or r. 
Claim 1. T is not an exterior algebra or a truncated exterior algebra. 
If it were, then there would be bases {e;> and (fi) for T, and T, so that 
ek, . . . . ei, span Tt and the non-zero multiplication T, x T, -+ Tz is given by 
f; = eie;) f; = e;e; , j’; = e; e;. If e, = 1 uiei and e2 = C c,e: are a basis for 
C, then 
Since the 2 x 2 minors of 
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are zero, the two rows are linearly dependent and some non-trivial linear 
combination of e, and e2 is in Tt, contradicting Un T t = 0. 
Claim 1 is established. The exact same reasoning shows that T does not 
have form B; consequently T has form H(p, q) for some p 3 1. The mul- 
tiplication T, x T, + I2 is described by eb f lej = f I for 1 6 I < p: and 
ept-?, . . . . P; span Tf. 
Claim 2. 
UC & ke;. 
f= 1 
igp-1 
If ei = C u,e( and e, = C tie; are a basis for L’, then 
If gpfl and cpfI are not both zero, then the rows of 
are linearly dependent and some non-trivial linear combination of e, and ez 
is in Tf. Thus uPil = up, 1 = 0, and the claim is established. We conclude 
that if U n T; = 0, then codim Ui is one and (c) describes t-he mui- 
tiplication U x T, + T:. 
In the case d = 1 we can choose a basis e,, e2 for U so that e! T, # 0 but 
ca Tl = 0. In particular T is not H(0, q) or G(r). Observe that if T is B or 
H(p, q) with p B 1 or an exterior algebra, then e2 is in T; E T’:; and if T is 
a truncated exterior algebra, then e, is in T, = T$. In either event e2 T, = 0. 
Multiplication by e, gives maps T! + TZ and Tz + T,. Apply Lemma 2.4 to 
these maps in order to conclude that (a) describes the multiplication 
Cx TL -+ I,. 
If d= 2, then UT, =O. We must also consider the value of 
d’= dim( C:n Ty). If d’ #O, then we choose a basis e, ~ ez for U with 
ez T, = 0. Apply Lemma 2.4 to the map T, -+ T3 given by multiplication by 
e, to see that (a) with p = 0 describes Ux T, + T,. Finally, we suppose 
that d = 2 and d’ = 0. In this case codim Tj- > 2. If T is H(p, s) or a trun- 
cated exterior algebra, then codim T; d I. Thus T is G(Y), B, or an extenor 
algebra. All of these have dim T, 7, = 1. The map Ux T, + UT, 2- k 
induces an injection U+ T F. When we apply Lemma 2.4 to this map we 
see that (b) describes UT,. 1 
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LEMMA 2.7. Suppose K is a perfect ideal of grade three in R, not a com- 
plete intersection, and T: # 0. Then there is a perfect ideal J linked to K with 
,8(J) d P(K) - 2. 
ProoJ: Let A be a minimal resolution of R/K. If J is any ideal linked to 
K, then by the linking process K--, J (recall (1.8)) we have 
/?(J)=/?(K)+6-2rk(a,@k)-2rk(a,Ok)-rk(u,@k). 
Since T: # 0 and the multiplication on T is induced from that on A: there 
are bases {ei}yzl and {fi}~zn=l for A, and A, such that x=ale,, ale,, ale3 
is a regular sequence and ele2 =fi. Then rk(u, 0 k) = 3 and rk(x* 0 k) 3 1. 
Taking J= (x): KY we conclude B(J) d /3(K) - 2. 1 
In the following result we use Theorem 1.13 for the first time. If the bases 
e,, . . . . e,; fi, . . . . f,; g,, . . . . g,; s,, s2, s,; szs3, s3sI! s,s,; and w=s~.s~s~ have 
been chosen for A and B, then let 
) l<i63; F,= ,* 
[ 1 
. ‘. , 
F,,,+3=[s;s,I; ,:le; :I::: 
be the basis for D, and let F:, . . . . Fz+3 be the basis for 0: which is dual to 
F Fm+3. I, --*, 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose I and K are perfect ideals of grade three that are 
linked and hate /?(I) <j?(K). Zf T(Z) has one of the forms listed in 
Theorem 2.1, then so does T = T(K). 
ProoJ Let A be a minimal resolution of R/I and D be the resolution of 
R/K given by Proposition 1.6. By the linking process I--, K and the 
hypothesis p(Z) < B(K), it follows from (1.8) that rk(x, Ok) < 2. If 
rk(cc,@k)=2, thenclearlyaz@k=Oandcr,@k=O.Ifrk(a,@k)<l, then 
im(x,) is contained in Ra,s,+mA, for some r. It follows that every 
product z,(sjsi) is in mA, (and x~(s~s~s~) is in mA,); so once again 
r,@k=O and x!,@k=O. 
If CI, @k = 0, then D is a minimal resolution of R!K. The multiplication 
on T is induced by that on D, which is given in Theorem 1.13. All products 
except -J&+&13= -Fm+l, EIC3EI+, = -Fm+z, and &+1&+2= -F,,+3 
lie in mD. It follows that T has form TE, the truncated exterior algebra. 
If rk(a,@k)= 1, then we may assume that tl,sl =el and a,sz and aIs 
are in nt(C;,2 Re,). The minimal resolution M of R/K is obtained by 
splitting the summands generated by G, and F, + 1 from D, and D,, respec- 
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tively. The products E, + i ( - E,, 1 j = F,,, + 3 and E! + i E, + 3 = F,, + z are in M 
but not in mM. All other products of M: are in mM, except possibly for 
with 1 < i < 1 and 1~ j< m. Apply Lemma 2.4 to the maps T,(I) + T2(1) 
and r,(1) -+ T,(I) given by multiplication by e, (mod m) to see that there 
are integers p, q >/ 0 and bases e, ) . . . . e,, ; fi ) . . . . f,,, I and g! , . ..) g, for A I, A,. 
and A3 such that 
elei+ I =.fi, l<i<p 
elfi+p= gi* l<iQq 
eiej=O, p+ldj<n 
e, fj=O, ldjdporp+qtldjdm. 
Hence, we may compute the products (2.9) explicitly: 
and all other products in El+, D, are congruent to zero modulo mD. 
Recalling that 
we conclude that T= M:/mM has form H(q + 2, p). 
If rk(x, 0 k) = 2, then let U be the image of I* @k in A ,!mA I = Ti(l). 
We already know that rz@ k =O. It follows that U2 =O. We apply 
Lemma2.5 to find bases (e,}, (fi), {g,> for Al, A,: and ‘4, so that 
e,, ez (mod m) are a basis for U and the multiplication (e,, ez) x A+ -+ A + 
is given (mod mA) by one of the forms in (2.6). We may choose the basis of 
B, so that rlsl=e,, rlsa=e,, and y1s3 is in nt(C;, 7 Re,). The minimal 
reso!ution M of R/K is obtained by splitting the summand generated by 
F,,+, and Fm+2 from D2 and the summand generated by G, and Gi from 
D,. The product EI+,(-E,+2)=F,,+3 is in M\mM. With possible excep- 
tions of El+:Ei: E,+>Ei, E,,,F,, and EI+?Fj for l<ibl: ldj<m, ail 
remaining products of M: are in mM. 
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If the multiplication (modulo mA) of (e,, e2) A is described by (2.6a), 
then the same reasoning as we employed for the case rank(cr, Ok) = 1 
shows that T has form H(q + 1, p). If the multiplication of (e,, ez) A is 
described by (2.6b), then the non-zero products of T: are induced by 
Er+cl(--E,+2)=Fm+3, Ej+IE,=FIy and E,+, E, = F2. In this case T is a 
truncated exterior algebra. If the multiplication of (e,, ez) A is described 
by (2.6c), then the non-zero products of T: are induced by 
Er+L(-E,+2)=F,,,+j, El,,FI-Gj, and E,,,F,rG, and Thas form B. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Clearly B(K) > 7 with equality if and only if K is 
a complete intersection. For K a complete intersection T has form CI. 
Assuming henceforth that K is not a complete intersection, we note that if 
T: = 0 then T has form H(0, 0). If Tf # 0, then by induction on p and 
application of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 we conclude that T has one of the listed 
forms. The only remaining possibility is that Tf = 0 but T, T2 # 0. We shall 
argue that if Tflzils to have one of the listed forms, then there is an ideal J 
linked to K with p(J)=P(K) and T,(J)2 #O, and furthermore T(J) also 
fails to have one of the listed forms. On the other hand, we have just seen 
that T(J) does have one of the listed forms. 
In the presence of the conditions Tf = 0 and T, T, # 0, Lemma 2.3 shows 
that if T is such a minimal counterexample, then dim T, T2 > 1 and 
codim Ti > 1. Thus there are bases (e,>, ifi}, {gi} for A,, AZ, A,, respec- 
tively, such that 
(kt?, @ kt?,) n T: = 0 (2.10) 
and e, .f, = g,, e2 fi= g, for some fi (here 2 denotes the image of e in 
A,/nrA,). By harmless modification of these bases by elements of mA we 
may also assume that x = a, e, , a, e,, a, e3 is a regular sequence. If J is 
linked to K by x, then since t12 0 k = 0 (recall TT = 0) and rk(a, @ k) = 3, it 
follows by the linking process K--r J and (1.8) that p(J) = P(K). Summands 
of D, and D; generated by {J;m+l, F,,,+2, F,n+3) and {G,, Gz, G3} split 
off, yielding a minimal resolution M of R/J. Using the multiplication on D 
given by Theorem 1.13, we see that 
(E,+,E,>F:)=l 
(4,,E,> F:) =O 
<E/+2-&r F:) = 1 
E/,14,2= -Fm+3, 
and hence in T(J) = M/mM 
~[.,~~+2=0, -c,,-T f0, 
E,+,-& #O: E,,,E, #UE&,E2 
(2.11) 
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for any u in k. Furthermore, (2.10) implies that 17 n Tl(J)i = 0, where 5 is 
the two-dimensional subspace of T,(J) spanned by E,+~ 1 and E!+ 2. It is 
clear from (2.11) that C2 = 0 and (kE, @ kg,) 0 I/‘- =O; consequently 
codim C:” 2 2. By Lemma 2.5 we conclude that T(J) fails to have one of 
the listed forms, since Un T,(J)I = 0, but codim U’ # I. i 
We can extend the theorem to deal with imperfect ideals I such that 
pd R/I= 3. However, we now must insist that the ambient ring R be 
regular. 
THEOREM 2.12. Zf I is an ideal in a regular local rirzg (R, m, k) and 
pd R/I = 3, then T(I) has one of the forms listed in Theorem 2.1. 
ProoJ: Let S= R/Z and n be the image of m. We may immediately 
reduce to the case depth S = 0. Indeed, if y is a maximal S-sequence in 
m:?m’ , then R= R/(y) and f= (I+ (y))/(y) satisfy the hypotheses of the 
theorem and 
T(Z) = Tor.‘(R/I, k) 2: TorfT(&‘i, k). 
From the AuslanderBuchsbaum formula pd, S + depth S = depth R, we 
conclude that dim R = 3. For any local ring A let K” denote the Koszul 
complex (and DG-algebra) on any minimal set of generators of the 
maximal ideal of A. Since R is regular, T(1) is isomorphic to the homology 
algebra H(S@ KR). Let K be the Koszul complex S@ KR (which is KS 3f 
1~ m’). The augmentation ideal SK is a DG-K-module. and Auslander, 
Buchsbaum, and Serre have shown that for sufficiently large n, the subcom- 
plex (fK)” is acyclic (a very short proof is given in [16]). The long exact 
sequence of homology associated to the short exact sequence of complexes 
0 + (4K)” + K -+ K/(SQn + 0 
shows that for IZ sufficiently large H(K) -+ H(K/(XK)“) is an isomorphism. 
On the other hand, if J= I+ m”, then there is a commutative triangle of 
maps of DG-algebras 
K- Ki’(SK)” 
The ideal J has grade three in R (which, recall, is regular of dimension 
three) and consequently J is perfect. Thus the algebra T(J) 2: H(R,i’J@ Kj 
has one of the forms listed in Theorem 2.1, and we have a retraction of 
graded algebras from T(J) onto T(I) = H(K). It is easy to check that T(C) 
has one of the desired forms. m 
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF IDEALS WITH SMALL LIX~KING NUMBER 
in this section we prove two theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let J be an ideal of grade g > 0 in a local ring R. Then 
(a) J has linking number at most one if and only if J is a Northcott 
ideal, and 
(b) J is a Gorenstein ideal with linking number at most two if and only 
if J is a Herzog ideal. 
THEOREM 3.2. If J is a Herzog (respectil>ely Northcott) ideal of grade 
g > 0 in a local ring (R, tn) then there is an integer r with 0 < r < g and there 
are elements yI: . . . . y, and an ideal J’ with J= (yl, . . . . y,) +J’, where J’ is a 
Herzog (respectively Northcott) ideal of grade g - r constructedfrom data in 
nr and yl, . . . . yr is a regular sequence on R/J’. 
We begin by giving the definitions. See [35, Propositions 1.3,2.6] or 
[15, Propositions 5.1, 5.21 for the definition and elementary properties of 
(algebraic) linkage. 
DEFII\;ITION 3.3. An ideal J in a ring R has linking rwmber at most s if 
there are ideals I,, . . . . Z, in R with I, = J, Ii linked to Ii+ 1 for 0 < ids - 1, 
and I, generated by a regular R-sequence. A local ring S is s links from a 
complete intersection if there is a regular local ring R and an ideal J in R 
with linking number at most s such that the completion 3 of S is 
isomorphic to R/J. 
If an ideal J in R has a finite linking number, then J is perfect (i.e., grade 
J= pd.(R/J)). A perfect ideal J of grade g is a Gorenstein ideal if 
Ext;(R, R/J) is a cyclic R-module. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let J be a proper ideal of grade g in a commutative, 
noetherian ring R. 
(a) If there are matrices a, x g and X,, g with entries in R such that 
J= 1,(aX) + I,(X), then J is called a Northcott ideal. 
(b) If there are matrices alXg, XgXCg-,), and t:iXl with entries in R 
such that J=I,(aX)+(c,+ca,, . ..) c,+ca,), where ci is (-l)ii’ times the 
determinant of the submatrix of X formed by deleting row i, then J is called 
a Herzog ideal. 
(c) If. in either case, the entries are indeterminates, and R is the 
polynomial ring over E in these indeterminates, the ideal is called generic. 
Resolutions for the Northcott ideals were first given in [34]; and 
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resolutions for the specialization v = 0 of the Herzog ideals were given in 
[Zl]. Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [ 14, Sect. 51 extended these results by 
producing resolutions for ideals of form Z,(a, x $CgX,) -i- Z=(X) for 1 <n < g. 
Both Herzog and Northcott ideals are generically perfect of grade g; thus 
proper ideals having the indicated forms have grade at most g. If the grade 
is g: then the ideal is grade-unmixed. Herzog ideals are Gorenstein. It is 
easy to see, but not useful, that every complete intersection is both a 
Northcott ideal and a Herzog ideal. 
Proof (Theorem 3.1, necessity). (a) If J is one link from a complete 
intersection then there are complete intersections K0 and KI of grade g with 
K, linked to J over K, . Let a I x g be a matrix whose entries generate K,, and 
let xgx g be a matrix with Z,(aX) = K,. Let x be the algebra map from the 
Koszul resolution of R/K, to the Koszul resolution of R/K,. The mapping 
cone of the dual of s( is a resolution of R/J. It follows that 
J= II + Z,(X). 
(b) If J is a Gorenstein ideal two links from a complete intersection, 
then there are complete intersections K, = (a), K, = Z,(a Yg x g), and K2 of 
grade g and a perfect ideal Z with K,, linked to Z via K, and Z linked to J via 
K,. By the elementary theory of linkage Z is an almost complete intersec- 
tion and p(Z;K2j = 1. The proof of (a) shows that Z= (aY, w), where 
)V = det( Y). Let Z be a (g $1) x g matrix such that K, is generated by the 
entries of [aY, 1,2.:]Z. Since ,u(ljiK,) = 1 we know that some g x g minor of Z 
is invertible. If P is any invertible g x g matrix, then the entries of 
[aY, u*] ZP are still a regular sequence generating K?. We may assume 
that 
z= 
Z [ 1 or ip,...u, G1 “.Gg z=j i 1 z 1’ 
In the first case we show that J is a complete intersection, and hence a 
Herzog ideal. Let v = [c,, . . . . t’J and a’=a+v Adj(Y). (Here Adj(Y) 
denotes the matrix of cofactors of Y; in particular, Y(Adj( Yjj = 
(Adj( Y)) Y = det( Y)Z.) Observe that a’Y = [aY, in] Z is a regular sequence 
that generates K2, and Z= (a’Y, wj. Since 
a’w = a’Y(Adj( Y)) = [aY, )v] Z(Adj( Y)), 
(a’) is contained in K2 : Z= J. Thus K2 c (a’) c J and all three ideals have 
grade g. It follows that a’ is a regular sequence. Again by (a) the idea! 
Z= (a’ Y, R:), is linked to (a’) via K2 = (a’ Y). On the other hand, J is linked 
to Z via K2; consequently J is the complete intersection (a’). 
In the second case let bj=(aY),+,+vj(aY), for l<jdg--1 and 
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b = [b,, . . . . b,m 1 1. Let y= (aY)l and w=det( Y). Then K, = (b, y), 
I=(b,y,w), K,=(b,w+c,y), and J=K,: (y). Ifwelet 
x gx(g--lJ= 
y[L? 1,“1-‘] 
then b=aX, and cj=(Adj Y),i-x;;,i cj(Adj Y)j+l,i. It follows that 
acv = aY(Adj Y) = [v, 6, - u1 y, . . . . b,- 1 - cg- I J:](Adj Y) 
= JfCJ) . ..) cg] modulo (b). 
(3.5) 
Setting L; = cg, we define an ideal S = (ax, cr + au,, . . . . cg + aa,) having the 
form of a Herzog ideal, and we claim that J= J’. It is clear from (3.5) that 
J’J~ is contained in K,, so J’ is contained in J= K2 : (~9). The argument of 
[29, Theorem 2.11 gives the reverse containment. i 
Before proving the converses we give an example showing that the 
linkage history of a particular Herzog or Northcott ideal is not 
immediately apparent from the given data a, X, and v. 
EXAMPLE 3.6. The Northcott ideal in R = k[ [x, J]] constructed using 
a = [O, x] and 
x= O JT 1 1 J’ x 
is J= (x1’, .x2, y’). Since J has grade two and (a) has grade one it makes no 
sense to discuss linkage of J and (a). Of course J= I,(aX)+ 12(X) for 
a = [x, JI] and 
X= 
x 0 1 1 0 4:’ 
and J is linked to (a) via (ax). 
Proof (Theorem 3.1, sufficiency). (a) Conversely, if J is a Northcott 
ideal (and not already a complete intersection) of form (ax, det X), let 
b = aX and w = det X. Since J has grade g and g + 1 generators we must 
have grade(b,, MI) > 1, and thus there is an element r, in R such that 
b, + rl w is not a zero divisor. Continuing inductively, one can produce a 
regular sequence b’ of length g, which has 6: = bj + riw. If r = [r, , . . . . rg] 
and a’ is defined to be a + r Adj(X), then b’ = a’X. Observe that S is equal 
to (a’X, W) with a’X (and hence also a’) a regular sequence of length g. By 
the first part of the argument the ideal linked to (a’) via a’X is precisely J. 
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(b) We are given alxg, Xgx(g--lj, and L’ so that the ideal 
J= (ax, c + Fa) has grade g. We will modify this data in stages to obtain a’: 
X’, and c’ so that both a’ and a’XI are regular sequences and 
J= (a’X’, c’ + r’a’). It then readily follows that J is linked to (a’) in two 
steps. Indeed, if y = C riaI is an element of (a’) so that a’X’, y is a regular 
sequence, and NJ is defined to be x ricI, then J is linked to I= (a’X’, 3, bt.) 
via (a’X’: 1~ + c’J;) and I is linked to (a’) via (a’X’, J). 
We first modify a and X in order that a’X’ be a regular sequence. For 
l<i,j<g, and l<k<g-1: let 
i+j+k t-11 4 if i<j 
(-l)i+j+k+ld if .j<i 
0 if i = .j> 
where 4 is the determinant of the matrix formed by deleting rows i and j 
and column k from X. Let M (k’ be the g x g alternating matrix with ii, j) 
entry X{ i, j; k}. It is easy to see that the kth column of M’“)X is c’ and all 
other columns are zero. Let b = aX, and suppose that bl, . . . . bkp 1 is a 
regular sequence. As before, it is possible to find ri : . ..) rs in R with 
b 1, . ..% bk-, , b6 a regular sequence and b; = bk +x ri(ci + ~a,). If r is the 
vector [r,, . . . . r,], then define a’ to be a + rM’k’ and X’ to be the matrix X 
with t.r’ added to column k. It is not hard to verify that a’X’ is 
Cb L: ~.., b,-,, b;: b,t+lr . . . . b,- , ] and that r,: + cai = cI + pai for all i Con- 
tinuing in this manner, renaming the data, we may assume that b = aX is a 
regular sequence of length g- 1. 
Now select rZ, . . . . rg so that b, z is a regular sequence and 
z = (cl + gal) + C;=:=2 ri(ci + aa,). Let U be the invertible matrix 
and let a’= al/’ and X’= U-‘X. Then a’X’ = aX, c; + oa’, =z, and 
c: + LYZ~ = ci + cai for 2 < iQ g. Thus we may as well assume that a.~? 
c, + ~a, is a regular sequence. Since grade(aX, u!, cl) = g, there is a~ 
element r so that aX, a, + rcl is a regular sequence. 
Observe that we can assume that c is not a unit. (Otherwise 
aX = tl-‘(c + ua)X and J is the complete intersection generated by c -+ sa.) 
Setting a’=a+rc and c’=~(l-or)-‘, we see that a’X=aX and 
c + c’a’= (1 - w-’ (c + oa). Furthermore a’X, a, + rcI is a regular 
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sequence of length g contained in (a’); hence both a’ and a’X are regular 
sequences. 1 
In order to prove Theorem 3.2 we recall properties of generically perfect 
ideals. Throughout this discussion let B be fixed base ring. If R is a B- 
algebra, a,, . . . . a, are elements of R, and Z is an ideal in the polynomial ring 
B[X] = B[X,, . . . . Xn], then let Z(a, R) be the ideal &Z)R, where 
4: B[X] -+ R is the B-algebra map defined by &Xi) = ai. An ideal Z in 
B[X] is generically perfect of grade g if for every noetherian B-algebra R, 
Z(X, REX]) is a perfect ideal of grade g. The next result enables us to peel 
off hypersurface sections from generically perfect ideals. 
PROPOSITION 3.7 [44, Proposition 4.11. Let Z= Z(X, B[X]) and I’ = 
I’( Y, B[ Y] ) be generically perfect ideals of grade d and e, respectioely. Then 
J= J(X, Y, B[X, Y]) = Z(X: B[X, Y]) + I’( Y, B[X, Y]) is a generically 
perfect ideal of grade d + e. Furthermore, if R is a noetherian B-algebra and 
a,) . ..) a,, b, , .,., b, are elements of R with J(a, b, R) a proper ideal of grade 
at least d+ e, then grade Z’(b, R) = e and grade I(& R,ilT’(b, R)) = d, where iii 
is the image of ai in R/Z’(b, R). 1 
Proof(of Theorem 3.2). Observe that if any of the data aj, xii, or G used 
in the construction of J happen to be a unit, then J is a complete intersec- 
tion or J = (y, J1) for some element y in R and ideal J, having the form 
of a Herzog (respectively Northcott) ideal of grade g- 1. Apply 
Proposition 3.7, with Z= (Xi) in Z[X,] and Z’ the generic Herzog (respec- 
tively Northcott) ideal of grade g- 1 in Z[ Y], in order to see that J, has 
grade g- 1 and is therefore a Herzog (respectively Northcott) ideal, and 
that y is regular on R/J,. Repeat this process to obtain y and J’. i 
4. DGr-ALGEBRA STRUCTURE 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf J is a Herzog or Northcott ideal in a local ring (R, m), 
then the minimal resolution of R/J by free R-modules is a DGT-algebra. 
ProojI According to Theorem 3.2, J= J’ + (y), where J’ is a Herzog or 
Northcott ideal constructed from data in m and y is a regular sequence on 
R/J’. Let F’ be a minimal resolution of RjJ’ and let K be the Koszul com- 
plex on y. Observe that F = F’ 6 K is a minimal resolution of R/J. Indeed, 
the complex F’O (ii: R + R) is the mapping cone of d, : F’ + F’, where & 
denotes multiplication by y,. Since y, is regular on H,(F’) = S’, this com- 
plex is acyclic. Iterating this argument, we conclude that F is a resolution 
of R/J. Furthermore, if F’ is a DGZ-algebra, then F is also. Henceforth we 
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assume that J= J’ is a Herzog or Northcott ideal of grade g constructed 
from data in m. Let S= R/J. 
If J is a Herzog ideal, then we may use the explicit multiplication given 
in [28, Theorem 1.61 to see that the minimal resolution F of S by free 
R-modules is a DG-algebra. (The ambient ring in [28] is a formal power 
series ring over a field, but the formulas work for an arbitrary ring R.) The 
divided power structure on F is not mentioned in [28], but it is not 
difficult to describe. In the notation of that paper, the Koszul complexes A 
and B are divided power algebras. If i is a positive even integer and 
[zi, xi, zjp,][ is a typical element of Fi=Bi@Ai$ BiplT then 
(suitably modified if ni is g - 1 or g). 
If J is a Northcott ideal, then a result analogous to [28, Theorem 1.6] 
does not exist in the literature; consequently, we have proved 
Proposition 4.4 to fill that void. 1 
Since this part of the argument is purely formal, we need only assume 
that R is a commutative ring. Suppose A and B are exterior algebras on 
free R-modules of rank g and 
is a map of DGT-algebras. Orient A and B by choosing isomorphisms 
U: A, -+ R and o: B, --+ R. Let i: A, -+ B, be the composition I,-‘~1. Mul- 
tiplication Bg ~ i x Bj + B, is a perfect pairing, so we may define maps 
/Ii: Ai--+ Bi by 
z,-i(pixi) = l.((z,-iz,~i) Xjj (4.3) 
for all xi in Ai and zgp i in Bgpi. Observe that p: A -+ B is a map of com- 
plexes. Indeed, if x is in Ai and z is in B, + I _ i, then the differential property 
of B and A together with (4.2) and (4.3) yields 
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z(b;P,x)=(-l)g-i(bg+,--iZ )/?iX=(-l)g-iA[(C(g-ibg+l-iiZ)X] 
=(-l)g-i~[(Clgfl-i~g+liZ)X] 
= L[(‘xg+ 1 -iz) ap] = z@- ,a,~). 
Hence b,/?, = pi- 1 ai for all i. Let F be the complex obtained by splitting the 
isomorphism (- l)R p,: A, -+ B, from the mapping cone of j3. It follows 
that F,=Bi@Aimm, (with FO=B,=R and F,=A,_,) andfi:Fi-+Fi-r is 
given by 
(with fi = [b,: Do] and f,-, = [(-l)“-’ fig, a,_,]‘). It is clear that 
H,(F) = R/J, where J has the form of a Northcott ideal. If J is proper and 
has grade g: then J is a Northcott ideal and the standard linkage argument 
shows that F is a resolution of R/J. If, further, R is local and the data for J 
are taken from m, then F is actually a minimal resolution of R/J. 
htOPOSITION 4.4. The complex F is a DGT-algebra. 
Proof The multiplication F, x Fj --) Fi, j is given by 
1 
L 
zizj 
(a,z,) xi- 1 + (- l)‘X-,(XjZi) 1 if O<i+j<g-1 = 
(XiZi) xi- I + ( - l)‘X- r(X&) 
+ (- 1 )“-I u,/?;~(zJ~) 
if i+j=g 
for zk in Bk and xk in Ak. The divided power structure on F is given by 
z!“) 
r Zi 1 1 
(n) [ u(zj”- ‘1) Xi& 1  if 2<ni<g-1 = Xi-1 a($-“) xi-1 
+ (- l)g- l a,&‘(zj”‘) 
if ni=g 
for all even i 3 2 and all II 2 1. It is completely straightforward to verify all 
of the DGT axioms as soon as the next two calculations have been 
established. 4 
LEMMA 4.5. Ifz, is in Bi and xi is in Aj, then pi+ j((orizi) x,) = zifiixj. 
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Proof: If z is an element of B,_;- j, then use (4.3) together with the fact 
that 2 is an algebra map to see that 
The next (and last) calculation is the crucial part of the argument. The 
statement would be false if h were an arbitrary self-dual DGT-algebra 
rather than an exterior algebra. The calculation is similar to, but easier 
than, the verification of condition (3) in [28, Theorem 1.31. 
PRoPosrTroN 4.6. If.Yi is in A;: rhen x,j;x;= (r,.f?o!) l-f. 
Proof. Choose bases (sr, . . . . .sP> for B, and (e,. ..~, es) for Al so that 
c(~~...~~)=lc(e,...e,)= 1. Let YgXs = (Jo) be the matrix of ri with 
respect o these bases. 
We adopt the following notation for multi-indices. If (a j = (a: ~ .+ craj 
with l<a,< ... <o,<g, then we write j(a)l=k and we let (ti) be the 
complementary ordered (g - k)-multi-index selected from { 1, . . . . gi. iet 
e(,) represent he product e,! . ..e.,. If \(a)[ = l(b)/ =k, then let Y((n); (r;l)) 
be the determinant 
L.et (~(a) = kf be determined by e,,,e,,, = G(U) e I . . . eB (slightly different 
from that in [ZSJ). For a fixed multi-index (a) with i(a)! = t we shall prove 
d&7, = det( Y) etai (from which the Proposition follows since 
Bd 1) = det( Y) 1. 
bie(a)= c G(b) G(Q) E’((‘); (5)) E(b). 
jb( = ; 
If (c) is a multi-index with I(c)1 = g- i: then 
(4.7) 
The product e(,,e(,, is zero unless (d) = (cl). In this case the product 
1S G(a) e, “.eg and i[ef,,e,,,] = o(a) E, -..Ez5 and consequently 
+jPiek, = a(a) Y((5); (c)) s1 . ..E.. It is not difficult to see that E!,, times 
48l/I18/1-13 
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the right-hand side of (4.7) yields the same answer, which establishes the 
claim. 
Since x~E~~) = I&,+ V(c); (6)) e(c) for l(b)/ = i, we see that 
ziPi(e C G(Q) C O(b) Yi(@; (@I V(C); (b)) q,). 
Icj =i c 161 =i 1 
A routine calculation [28, Lemma I.41 shows that the expression inside the 
brackets is equal to Y((Z), (c); (1, 2, . . . . g)). This determinant is zero unless 
(c) = (a), in which case it equals o(a) det( Y); so ;cipi(eca)) =det( Y) cc,), as 
desired. 1 
5. GOLOD HOMOMORPHISMS 
Throughout this section we assume every local ring has the same fixed 
residue field k. If M is a finitely generated module over a local ring S, then 
the Poincare series of M as an S-module is 
P,” = 1 dim, Torf(M, k) t’, 
i=O 
and the Poincare series of S is P, = P:. The homotopy Lie algebra of S, 
denoted by n*(S), is determined by the property that its universal envelop- 
ing algebra U(rr*(S)) is isomorphic to Ext,(k, k) as a Hopf algebra. 
Iff: C + S is a surjective map of local rings over k: then it is well known 
[2, 331 that the following conditions are equivalent. 
(5.1) P,= P,(l -t(P$- l))-‘, 
(5.2) The sequence 0 + IL(w) + n*(S) +/* rc*(C) 40 is exact, where 
IL(W) is the free graded Lie algebra on a vector space basis of 
W= sTorC, (S, k), with s denoting the suspension functor: (sF’)~ = Vi-r. 
If they occur, f is called a (standard) Golod homomorphism. It has been 
shown in [4] that these conditions are also equivalent to 
(5.3) If X is a Tate resolution of k over C, then SOc X is a Golod 
DG-algebra (see Definition 5.5), and S is not a hyperplane section of C 
(that is, S # C/(x) for any regular element x not contained in the square of 
the maximal ideal of C). 
In Section 6 we prove that if (R, m, k) is a regular local ring and J is an 
ideal in R of small codimension or small linking number, then there is a 
Golod surjection from a complete intersection C= R/(x) onto S= R/J. 
Conditions (5.1), (5.2), (5.3) all hold, and since C is a complete inter- 
section, we have the additional information that r?(C) = 0 for all i> 3. 
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Further, the Poincare series Py is rational for every finitely generated 
S-module M. 
To show that such a Golod homomorphism exists, we invoke a result of 
Backelin and Avramov (Theorem 5.17) and show that there are elements 
e,, . . . . e, in H, so that the divided powers ring H(X,, . ..) X,; dXi=e,) is a 
Golod DG-algebra. Here H is the algebra TorR(S, k) = H(KS), denoted T 
in Section 2. The following condition for a DG-algebra F sets the context: 
which is a little more specialized than absolutely necessary for the 
definition given in [4]. 
(5.4) F is a divided power DG-algebra with H,(F) = k, F9 a 
noetherian local ring, and Fi a tinitely generated F,-module for al! i, and F 
is augmented to k by the natural map F, -+ H,(F). 
DEFIXITIOX 5.5. Let F satisfy (5.4). Then F is a Golod DG-olgebra if 
every set of homogeneous elements of 4H(Fj admits a trivial Massey 
operation. 
DEFINTIOK 5.6. Let (F, d) be a DG-algebra. A (possibly infinite) subset 
Y of homogeneous elements of 9H(F) is said to admit a trivial Massey 
operattolz (t.M.0.); if there exists a function 7 defined on the set of finite 
sequences of elements of Y (with repetitions) taking values in XF, subject 
to the following conditions: 
(1) If h is in .Y, then y(h) is a cycle z in Z(F) with [z] = h in H(Fj. 
(2) If h,) . ..) h, are elements of Y, then 
d;:(h,, . . . . h,) = C y(hi, . . . . hjj .y(h,+ !, . . . . h,,), 
j=l 
where C? = ( - 1 )‘, + i a if a is in F,,. 
To show that a DG-algebra is Golod we exploit the following simple 
observation. Similar statements appear in many places; see, for example, 
[31, Lemma 1.61. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let F be a DG-algebra sati&ing (5.4). If there is an FO- 
module V contained in 4F with z(F) E V + B(F) and V2 G dV, then F E’c. a
Golod algebra. 
Proof. If h is in 4H(F), then by hypothesis there is an element c of b 
with h = [o]. Suppose that h,, . . . . h, are elements of SH(Fj and ;,:(/z,, .. . . hi) 
and ;:(hj, ,, . ..) h,) are elements of t’ for I <j<n - 1. Then 
C y(h,, ..., hj) y(h,+ !: ...F h,) is an element of V* G dV, so we may choose 
;:(h , , ,.., h,j to be an element of V. It follows that every subset of 
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homogeneous elements of $H(F) admits a t.M.o., and consequently, F is a 
Golod algebra. 1 
The examples that we offer serve two purposes. They should convince 
anyone unfamiliar with this language that it is possible--even easy-to 
prove that certain DG-algebras are Golod. They also happen to be exactly 
the algebras that arise in the proofs of the main theorems of this section. 
EXAMPLE 5.8. Let F be a DG-algebra sati.@ing (5.4) with F0 = k and 
zero differential. If there is an element e #O in Fl with Fj =eF,, then the 
divided powers algebra F(X, dX = e > is a Golod algebra. 
ProoJ: Let { 1, e,, e,, e3, . . . > be a k-basis for F; let F’ be the k-subspace 
of F generated by {e,, e3, . ..}. and let V be the vector space F’(X). Apply 
Lemma 5.7. It is clear that T(F(X))s V+B(F(X)). If ci and 2;2 are 
homogeneous elements of I’, then ciuz =ejX’“’ for some number a and 
some f in F’. Thus cl L:~ = dc, where G’ is the element +jX’“’ I) in V. 1 
EXAMPLE 5.9. Let F be a DG-algebra satisfying (5.4) with F, 1: k and 
zero differential. Suppose that there are linearly independent elements 
e,: . . . . eg in F, such that F decomposes as a trivial extension of E by L, 
where E is the exterior algebra A( @ f’= 1 ke,) and L = eig 1 Li is an 
E-module. Then the ring of divided powers F(X,: . ..! Xg; dXi= ei> is a 
Golod DG-algebra. 
ProoJ Let (X> represent (Xi, . . . . X,) and let V be the subsace L(X) 
of F(X). By hypothesis V2 = 0. If z is in p(F( X)), then z = G + z’ for some 
u in V and 2’ in E(X). Since dc + dz’ = dz = 0 and dVn dE(X) = 0, it 
follows that c and z’ are both cycles. It is well known that E(X) is exact, 
so p(F(X)) c I’+ B(F(X)); and the proof is complete by Lemma 5.7. 1 
Remark 5.10. In the notation of the preceding example, if F decom- 
poses as a trivial extension of the truncated exterior algebra E= q/E, by L, 
and e,L = 0, then F( X,, . . . . X,- I ; dX, = ej> is a Golod DG-algebra. For, 
in this case, F may be viewed as the trivial extension of the exterior algebra 
E’ = A( @ F:,’ kei) by the E’-module E’e, @ L. 
EXAMPLE 5.11. Let F be a DG-algebra satisfying (5.4) with F0 2 F, N k 
and zero differential. Suppose g> 3 and there are linearly independent 
elements e,, . . . . e,- I in Fl such that F has a decomposition E@ L 0 W as a 
graded F,-module, where E is the exterior algebra A(@ f:t ke,), 
E=E/E,-,,L=@ig=,Li is an E-module with i?,_2xL2+Lg2:k a per- 
fect pairing, and W= @ ::-I’ Wi is a graded vector space equipped with 
pairings (possibly degenerate) W, x Wgei -+ L,. If the non-zero mul- 
tiplication in F, is given entirely by algebra multiplication Ex .i? -+ $ 
module structure ,!? x L -+ L, and the pairings on W, then the divided 
powers ring F(X,, . . . . Xg- I; dX, = ei) is a Golod DG-algebra. 
ProoJ Let (X) represent (X,, . . . . X,- L ) and let P’ be the subspace 
(E,-?tL+ W)(X) of F(X). Since I,,=0 and Egml=O it is easy to see 
that 
PC Egp2L,+ 
( 
gfl wi wgp.) (X) c L,(X). 
i= I 
By our hypothesis on Egp2 and L, there exists rn in I.? such that 
ele2”.eg-- .m=h is a basis element of L,, and e,-..e,_lm=O. Then 
hX:“” . . XfE;l)= +d(e2.. .egp2mXy!-‘). . X~~;i)j~ 
and hence V’EdV. It is clear that dVc E!L(X)c L(X), 
V@((@!g:: Ei)(X))=F(X), andd(Ei(X))cEj,,(X) forO<idg--3. 
If z is in >( F( X) j, then z = z: + z’ for some :’ in V and zi in 0::: EI( X) 
and dc -t dz’ = 0. Since L A E= (0) it follows that both r and z’ are cycles 
It is weli known that E(X) is exact, so there is an element ~3 in E(X) with 
dy = z’. Thus Z(F( X) ) z V + B(F( X> ), and the proof is complete by Lem- 
ma 5.7. [ 
Remark 5.12. Suppose that J is a grade four Gorenstein ideal in a 
regular local ring (R, nt: k), and suppose that there is a basis 
(e,, . . . . e,;f,, . . . . fnp,,f;, . . . . f;,-I; g,, . . . . 2,; h) for TorR,(R/J: k) such 
that the non-trivial multiplication is given by e,g, = 6,h, Jc.Jfi = 6,h, 
Ajj = 0 =fI.jci, ei fi = 0, and 
e,e2 =f3; eze3 =fi, e3el=fi7 
e,f>= -e,f’,=g,, elf;= -e,fi?=g,, C’ - ‘3; i- -elf; = g,. 
Such multiplication arises frequently; see [30: 273. If 
L= 
then TorR(R/J, k) has a decomposition E@L 8 W as described in 
Example 5.11. 
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If x is a regular sequence and there is a Golod map R/(x) -+ S, then it is 
sometimes possible to obtain a Golod map R/(x, y j + S with an extended 
regular sequence x: y for no extra work. On the other hand, it always 
requires work to shorten the length of the regular sequence; indeed it can- 
not always be done. The next result is a bit of folklore which justifies these 
remarks. Occasionally we will simplify the exposition (weakening the 
result) by using a regular sequence that is longer than is absolutely 
necessary. 
PROPOSITION 5.13. Let (R, m, k) be a local ring, JE tn2 be an ideal in R: 
and S = R/J. If the natural map R --) S is a Golod map, and x = x1, . . . . x, is a 
regular sequence which begins a minimal generating set for J, then R/(x) -+ S 
is a Golod map. 
Proof: It suffices to assume r = 1; let x = xi. Let (F, d) be a minimal 
R-resolution of S, e be an element of F1 with d,e = X, and - represent 
reduction modulo (x). Our goal is to modify F to obtain an R-free 
resolution of S. In fact Hi@ j = TorF(R, S) = 0 for i > 2, so 
ker(d;) = im(di,, 1) for i>2. (5.14) 
Let C,=&,=R, C1=FI, and Ci=Fi@CciPz for i>,2. Define 
Cl. . C, + C, and cl: C, + C1 by c1 = d, and c2 = [a,, go], where g,(i) = 2. 
It is clear that coker(c,) = S and ker(c,) = im(c, j. For each i> 1, we claim 
that there is a map gi: Ci+ Fii_ 1 such that ker(c,+, j = im(ci+z), where 
c,: Ci -+ C,- r is defined by 
(5.15) 
for j>3. Indeed, if i=l, then (d,e)f,-(d,f,je=xf,-(d,f,)e is an 
element of ker(d,) = im(d,) for all fi in Fl; consequently there is a map 
g,:C,=F,~~2;vith~~gl(fi)+(dlfi)e=Oforallf,inF,.Itfollowsthat 
c2c3 = 0. If 5 = [f,, r] ’ is in ker(c,), then d2 f2 + re + xf = 0 in F, for some 
fi in F1, and hence rx + xd, fi = 0 in R. Since x is regular on R, we con- 
clude that 5 3 [f;, 01’ modulo im(c,) for some f; in Fz. Then by (5.14), 5 
must be in im(c,). Assume inductively that i> 2 and gi: Ci --, Fj+ 1 have 
been found with ker(cj+,)=im(cj+2) for O<j<i- 1. Since cicicl =0 and 
ci- rci=O we know that digi-, + giP2cim I =0 and therefore digi-,ci=O. 
From (5.14) we conclude that there is a map gi: Ci + Fi+ i with 
di++gi+gi~,ci=O. Now ci+2 can be defined by (5.15) and arguing exactly 
as in the case i=2 above, we see that ker(c,+i) =im(c,+,). 
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We have produced an R-resolution of S, which is, however, not minimal. 
Since x is a minimal generator of J, RF is a free summand of Fr, and so the 
map g, : R -+ F, may be split from czi : Czi + Czi ~ i for each i > 1 to give an 
R-resolution C’ of S. It is immediate that 
f (rank C!)t’= l+(PS,-l-[):(I--t’). 
i=o 
Since the minimal R-resolution of S is a summand of C’, we observe that 
there is a coefficient-wise inequality of power series Ps < I f (P”, - I- t),/ 
(1 - t’). All of the coefficients of both series are positive; thus the inequality 
P~(l-t(P~-l))-‘<P,(l-t(PS,-l-r)~(l-t’))-r 
=P,(l-t2)(1-?(P;-l))-: 
(5.16) 
holds. Since x is a regular element belonging to ml, P, = PK( 1 - t2) and 
the right-hand side of (5.16) is PR( 1 - t(P”, - 1 j) -I. The map R -+ S is 
Golod, so by condition (5.1) the right-hand side of (5.16) is P,. On the 
other hand, since i? + S is surjective, it is well known that the coefficients 
of P, are term-wise less than or equal to those of the left-hand side of 
(5.16). Hence by condition (5.1) the map i? -+ S is Golod. 1 
The following theorem provides the general framework for all the 
different situations that we handle. 
THEOREM 5.17. Let S be the ring R/J, where (R, in, k) is a regular loca! 
ring and JE ITI’ is an ideal in R; and let H be the homology algebra of KS. 
Suppose that the minimal resolution of S by free R-modules is a DG-aigebra. 
If there is an integer r < grade J and there are elements e,, .~., e, in H, so 
that the dioided powers algebra H( X,: . . . . X,; dX, = ei> is a Golod DG- 
algebra, then there is a regular sequence x = x1: . . . . x, in J and a Golod 
homomorphism R/(x) -+ S. 
Proof. We may extend (5.3) to define a Golod homomorphism of DG- 
algebras [4, (S.l)]. If F and G both satisfy (5.4) and J’: F-+ G is a map of 
DG-algebras, then f is a Golod map if G OFX is a Golod DG-algebra, 
where X is the Tate resolution of k as an F-module. Let (C? rn: k) be a local 
ring, J_c m2. be an ideal in C, f: C -+ C/J= S be the natural map: and 
H = H(Ks). Backelin and Avramov [S, Lemma 5; 4, (5.2.4)] have proved 
that if the spectral sequence 
E& = Tor:,(k, k) 3 Tor$ ,(k, k) 
degenerates and H(Kf): H(K”) + H is a Golod homomorphism of DG- 
algebras, then f is a Golod homomorphism of local rings. 
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We apply this result in our context. First observe that the existence of a 
DG-algebra structure on the minimal R-resolution of S guarantees that the 
spectral sequence degenerates, because of 12, Corollary 3.31. Note next that 
e, ) . ..) r, are linearly independent. Indeed, if a non-trivial linear relation 
existed among them, a change of basis would exhibit G = H(X1: . . . . X,; 
dXi= ei) in the form H( Y,, . . . . Yr; dYi=e!) with e:= 0; hence 
H(G)=H(G’)@k(Y,;dY,=O), where G’=H(Y ,,..., Y,-,). This, 
however, is impossible in view of the triviality of products in H(G). 
Let (A, a) be the minimal resolution of S as an R-module. There are 
elements e;, . ..) e: of A, which correspond to e,, . . . . e, under the iden- 
tification of A 0 k = Tor “( S, k) and H = H( KS). Since grade(J) Z Y we may 
modify ’ e;, . . . . e, by elements of mA, in order to assume 
x1 =a,e;, . ..) x,= arei (henceforth x) is a regular sequence in J. If C is the 
complete intersection R/(x) andf: C -+ S is the natural map, then H(K’) is 
the exterior algebra A’( @ke:) and H(Kf): H(K’) + H carries e] to e,. The 
Tate resolution of k as an H(KC)-module is the divided powers algebra 
y= H(K=)(X,, . ..) X,; dXi=ej). By hypothesis H(X,, . ..?X.;dXi=ei)= 
.y @ H (the tensor product taken over H(K’)) is a Golod algebra; hence 
H(&?) is a Golod map, and therefore f is a Golod map. 1 
The following result is the key to showing rationality of Poincare series 
Pi’. An alternate proof has been given by Backelin and Roos 
[ 10, Theorems 1 and 21. 
PROPOSITION 5.18. (Levin). Supose S is a local ring and there is a sur- 
jective Golod homomorphism C + S with C a local complete intersection 
of embedding dimension n. Then there exists a polynomial with integer 
coefficients, Den,(t), such that for any finitely generated S-module M, 
Den,(f) . P,“(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients. Furthermore, 
P”,(t) = ( 1 + t)“iDen,( t). 
ProoJ: Set V= Ext,+(S, k)[- I]. Then Levin [32, pp. 178-1791 has 
demonstrated the existence of an exact sequence of graded vector spaces 
and homomorphisms of degree zero, 
O-, W-,Ext,(M, k)@ V+Ext,(M, k)--+ Ext,(M, k) -+ W[ - l] -. 0, 
which yields 
O=IWl(t)-~s”(t).t(P~-l)+P~(t)-P~(1)+t IWj(t) 
(where ( WI(t) is the generating function Ciao (dim Wi) t’). Hence 
Py(t)=(P~(t)-(l+t)IWl(t))/(l+t-tP$(t)). 
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One knows from [20, Corollary 4.1-j that if r = II - dim C, then 
( 1 - t*)’ Pp( t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients, and from 
[32, Theorem 6.11 that Ext,(M, k) is finitely generated as an Ext.(k, k)- 
module. Note that the ring homomorphism 0: gives Ext,(;M, kj an 
Ext,(k, k)-module structure; so fl& is a homomorphism of Ext,(k, k)- 
modules. Since fl$ is surjective by [2, Theorem 3.21, the image of /Y!$ is an 
Ext,(k, k )-submodule of Ext,( M, k). Hence WC - I] is a finitely generated 
Ext,(k, k)-module. However, Ext,(k, k) is a finitely generated module OCR 
the universal enveloping algebra of n’(C), which is a commutative 
polynomial ring in r variabies of degree two; so ( B’l(tj . (i - f’)‘- is in Z[r], 
Taking ?M= S, we see that Den,(t) = (1 - r2Y (1 $ F- iPg(t)) is in Z,[zJ. 
and Den,(t) . P?(t) is in Z[t] for any finitely generated S-module %K The 
expression for Pk,(t) follows from the surjectivity of 8: and the formula 
p~(!j=(l+r)“::(l-r’)‘. 1 
6. PROOF OF THE MAiN -hEOREM 
We are now ready to establish a complete intersection-by-Golod 
factorization for the local rings listed in the main theorem. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S be a homomorphic image R/J of LI regular ~oocai’ 
ring (R: m, kj. If pd, S < 3, then there is a Goiod map,fvom G complete inter- 
section onio S. 
ProofI Clearly we may assume that JE m’. If pd,S < 2, then by 
[2, Theorem 7.13 either the natural map R + S or the identity map S -+ S 
is a Golod homomorphism from a complete intersection to S; hence we 
may assume that pd,S= 3. Observe also that either grade(d) 2 2 or H has 
form H(0, 0). 
By [15] the minimal R-resolution of S is a DG-algebra. We proceed to 
establish the other hypotheses of Theorem 5.t7. Let H = H(P). The f&e 
possible multiplication tables for H are listed in Theorem 2.1 (see also 
Theorem 2.12). If H has form H(0, 0) it is obviously a Golod algebra. If it 
has form H(p, q) with p + q > 0, G(r), or B, then there is an element e f 0 
in H, with H: = eH+, and H(X; dX= e) is a Goiod algebra by Example 
5.8. Now suppose that H is an exterior algebra or has form TE. 
Then H(X,, X2; dX, = ei) is a Golod DG-algebra by application ,of 
Remark 5,lO. 1 
Let (R, m, k) be a regular local ring and J be a Gorenstein ideal of grade 
three or four. Jacobsson, Kustin, and Miller [23,24] calculated P, and P$ 
for R a particular complete intersection and S = RIJ in order to prcve (by 
using (5.1)) that there is a Goiod homomorphism from a complete intersec- 
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tion onto S. The proof is a difficult-to-follow calculation and is rather 
roundabout in the sense that one really wants to have Golod maps in order 
to conchrde results like (5.1). By using Theorem 5.17, we get a much simpler 
proof of [24, Theorem 3.11. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If (R, nt, k) is a regular local ring, k contains square 
roots or char k = 2, and J is a grade fozu Gorenstein ideal in R, then there is 
a regzrlar sequence x in J so tlzat the natural map R/(x) --, R/J is Golod. 
Remark. When char k #2, no mention of square roots is made in 
[Z, Lemma 9.51, while [24, Note added in proof] requires only square 
roots of 2 and - 1. Both assertions stand in error as stated, but do hold 
under the hypothesis that k has square roots. The correct argument has 
been provided by the author of [Z] and appears in [30, Lemma 2.31. No 
roots are needed in the case char k = 2 (see [2, Definition 9.3; 25, Proof of 
Corollary]). Assertions concerning Poincart series are not affected by this 
error. 
ProoJ: By [26, 251 the minimal R-resolution of S= R/J is a DG- 
algebra. We may as well assume J is not a complete intersection. The 
algebra H= H(K’) is a Poincare duality algebra; that is, there are bases 
{e 1, . . . . e,,) for H,, {fi,...rf,z--l, f’, ,... ,fL,} for Hz, (gl,...,gn} for 
H,,and {h} for H4 such that eigj=S,,h,fifi=6,h, f;fi=O=f:fi. The 
rest of the multiplication on H is given in [30: Theorem 2.21. There are 
three possibilities: (a) all other products are zero, or (b) the multiplication 
given in Remark 5.12, or (c) elei=f,, e, f I = -gi, and ei f: = g, for 
2 6 i < p and all other products are zero. 
In case (a), H: =e, H,; therefore H( X; dX= e, ) is Golod by Exam- 
ple 5.8. In case (b), H(X,, X,, X,) is Golod by Example 5.11. (Actually 
R/(x,, x2) --, S is Golod for some regular sequence xi, x2 in J by [24], and 
we can also establish this result using the techniques of this paper. We have 
opted to prove the weaker-but cleaner-result that R/(x,, x2, x3) + S is 
Golod for some regular sequence xi, x2, xj. See the remarks pertaining to 
Proposition 5.13.) Suppose finally that H is described by (c). The vector 
space H decomposes as H’ 0 H” Q H”: where H” is spanned by 
(1, e,, e2, f,>, H” is spanned by (ei13<i<p> and (fi/2<i<p}, and H’ 
is spanned by the rest of the basis vectors. Let V” = H”(Xl, X,), 
V”‘= H”‘X,(X,, X,), and V’= H’(X,, X,) @ H”‘(X,). Observe that as a 
vector space H(X,, X,) = v’ @ V”” @ V”‘. It is not difficult to see that 
= dV’, 
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dV” z I/“, 
dV”‘~W~, . . ..f., g2, . . ..g.j(~,, ~~)+(kg~j~~(~~, x2). 
It follows that if c’ + t:” + c”’ is a cycle, then each summand is a cycle. Since 
V”’ has no non-zero cycles and V” is acyclic, we conclude that 
and hence H(X,, X,) is Golod by Lemma 5.7. 1 
We next establish a complete intersection-by-Golod factorization of 
R -+ S = RN for (R, m, k) a regular local ring and J either a Northcott or a 
Herzog ideal. Our proof follows the pattern established in the preceding 
results: having observed that the minimal resolution of R/J is a DGT- 
algebra, one calculates the homology algebra H = TorR( R/J: k j and shows 
that H(X) is a Golod algebra. Using ad hoc methods, Avramov [2, 
Corollary 6.111 was able to prove the result if J is a Northcott ideal. If J is 
a Herzog ideal, then Jacobsson, Kustin, and Miller [24] were able to show 
that Ps is rational, but the techniques of [24] were not sufficient to prove 
the rationality of Pr for all finitely generated S-modules M. 
FROPOSITIOT 6.3. If (R, m, k) is a regular local ring, J is either a Herzog 
or a Northcotr ideal of grade g, ar.d S = R/J, then there is a Golod map,+on? 
a complete intersection onto S. 
ProojT By Theorem 3.2 there is a sequence y of elements JY~, .. . . yr and a 
Herzog (respectively Northcott) ideal S constructed from data in m such 
that J=J’+ (y) and y is a regular sequence on R/J’. Let S’= R/J’. By 
Theorem 4.1 the minimal R-free resolutions of S and S’ have the structure 
of DGT-algebras. 
We first suppose that J and J’ are Herzog ideals. The homology algebra 
H(K”‘) = TorR(,S’, k) has the form E@ LO W, as described in Exam- 
ple 5.11 (with g-r playing the role of g). In the notation of [24, 
Proposition2.41, E=,!?(U): L=E+(U)[-11, and W=E+(V). In par- 
ticmar L2=E,(UjzEg-2(Uj*. Hence H(K”)(X:, . . ..X.-,> is a Golod 
DG-algebra, so Theorem 5.17 furnishes a regular sequence x in J’ such that 
R/(x) + S’ is a Golod map. (We suspect that one actually only needs to 
adjoin g- 2 variables, and thus factor through a complete intersection 
defined by a regular sequence of g - 2 elements, but the argument we have 
given here is so quick and clean that we feel little motivation to pursue this 
slightly stronger result.) The ring R is regular, hence Cohen-Macaulay. By 
using the standard prime avoidance argument we can modify the sequence 
y by addition of elements of J’ so that y is regular on both R/(x) and S’. It 
is clear by criterion (5.1) that R/(x, y) + S is the desired Golod map, 
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We now consider the case that J and S are Northcott ideals. From the 
multiplication given in Proposition 4.4, we see that the homology algebra 
H(Kr) = TorR(S’, k) is a trivial extension of the truncated exterior algebra 
(B/B,) @ k by a trivial module. By Remark 5.10 we conclude that 
H(KS)(X,, . ..) ,y,-1 ) is a Golod DG-algebra, and the argument can be 
completed exactly as in the case above. 1 
The proof of our Main Theorem now follows readily. 
THEOREM 6.4. Suppose (S: n, k) is a local ring satisJving one of the 
.following conditions: 
(a) edim S-depth Sd 3, 
(b) edim S-depth S= 4, and S is Gorenstein, 
(c) S is one link from a complete intersection, 
(d) S is two links-from a complete intersection and S is Gorenstein. 
Then the Poincare series PF is rational for all finitely generated S-modules 
M. 
ProoJ: Since the map from S to its completion (likewise in case (b) to 
its inflation ensuring that k contains square roots-see [19, 0,,,10.3.1]) is 
faithfully flat, it suffices to assume that S is complete. If S satisfies (c) or (d) 
the Definition 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 guarantee that there is a regular local 
ring R and a Herzog or Northcott ideal J with S= R/J; and by 
Proposition 6.3 there is a Golod map from a complete intersection onto S. 
If S satisfies (a) or (b), then by the Cohen structure theorem, there 
is a regular local ring (R, m, k) and an ideal J_c m2 with S = R/J. 
Since edim S= dim R = depth R, the Auslander-Buchsbaum formula 
pd,S+depth S=depth R yields edim S-depth S=pd,S. If S is 
Gorenstein, then J is perfect so grade(J) = pd,S. Propositions 6.1 and 6.2 
now yield a Golod map from a complete intersection onto S. It only 
remains to apply Proposition 5.18. 1 
We conclude by mentioning a few more examples of rings (all coordinate 
rings of determinantal singularities) for which complete intersection-by- 
Golod factorization exists. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let (S, n, k) be a local ring of form R/J, where R is a 
regular local ring and J is one of the following: 
(a) Ir(X,,,), with r<s andgrade(J)=s-r+ 1; 
(b) Irp,(Xrxr), with grade(J)=41 
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!c) Pf,,(~c2,-1).(2,+1))~ with X alternating and grade(J) = 3 (PF 
denotes the ideal of pfaffians). 
Then Py is rational for all,finitelJ generated S-modules M. 
Prooj As in Theorem 6.4 (which takes care of (b) and (c) directly) the 
conclusion follows from a complete intersection by Goiod factorization of 
R ---f S. For (a) see [2, Theorem 6.71. A different proof of this result, along 
the lines of the present paper, can now be made in the equicharacteristic 
zero case because Srinivasan [39] has proved that the minimal R- 
resolution of S is a DG-algebra. The original proof cf (b) is [24, 
Theorem 3.11, using [25] to remove the hypothesis char k # 2; the original 
proof of (c) may be found in [23]. 1 
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